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In 1981 a tour was carried out by a commission of the provincial UJC

and, on reviewing, they proposed to build a camping site which arises

in this same year. Its operation began with a tent and a staff of 11

workers who offered service on week-ends. Up to a thousand people were

received. The campers were given unprocessed food for preparation in

rustic kitchens that existed at that stage. There were also different

species of timber and fruit trees in the garden, such as: cedar,

mahogany, “majagua,” among others. Lemons, oranges, guavas, star

apples, grapes, etc. were counted among the fruit trees.

 The facility currently has a total area of ??113 633.68 square

meters, the used area is 2370.37 square meters, the construction area

is 720.10 square meters, and there is a free area of ??111 63.31

square meters.

Adjoining areas:

1. On the front with the agricultural enterprise San Cristóbal,

where it measures 310 meters.

2. On the right, leaving from the EFI, south coast, where it

measures 419.11 meters.

3. On the left, leaving from San Cristóbal Agricultural Enterprise,

where it measures 330 meters.

4. On the back, from the San Julián reservoir, where it measures

277.35 meters.

We have a rural description property with block walls covered with

fibers, gutter and plate, ceramic veneer floors, tile, and polished

cement. It consists of an entrance gate, 15 cabins (one of the cabins

is used as a desk), a kiosk for sale in foreign and national currency,

administrative offices, kitchen block, restaurant, TV room, videos and

game rooms. We also have a warehouse, sickbay, electrical control

panel, dance floor, internal elevated tanks, access road, and a

pluvial drainage ditch made of concrete slabs.
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Today we provide accommodation, gastronomy and recreation services. 

We organize excursions to the caves that are close to the facility,

such as Serrano Cave and The Altar. There is also an excursion to the

Three Pocetas, the Blue Waterfall, and to the National School of

Dressage, and to the Balestena Farm; where the Soviet rocket base that

gave rise to the October Crisis was.      

The facility has a staff of 31 workers and a hotel capacity for 52

campers, distributed as follows: 10 four-camper cabins, 4 two-camper

cabins and 1 six-camper cabin. All the cabins have electric fans.

There is a swimming pool one can enjoy for 10 pesos. The pay for the

entrance covers the following: barbecue services, sales in kiosk, and

cafeteria (all in Cuban currency).

In addition, internship services are offered with all the established

benefits assured. It has public telephone services at the number

523583. There is also a park for children to have fun which is in good

condition. Our facility is subject to increase 20 cabins for

investment. We must all conserve and care of the place, because of the

national importance that it has; due to its long and rich history. 

Today we can enjoy this natural site.

PHONE: 48523583
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